Fortune Delight®
Flushes fats and impurities

Fortune Delight is one of Sunrider’s whole food
beverages.  It assists the body’s own natural elimination
process, helping to remove impurities that may be
stored in fat cells.  It nourishes and supports all the
organs of digestion and assimilation.  It helps to put the
body in an alkaline state, along with being completely
pure, nothing artificial, as with all Sunrider foods.
Cleansing is the body’s natural process of ridding itself
of waste products that are produced by digestion, eating
processed foods, muscle exertion, air pollution, etc.  
We can eliminate some toxins from entering our body
by making good choices, but some things are out of
our control.  Sometimes these pollutants get stored in
the cells instead of being eliminated.  Fortune Delight
supplies the body with multiple whole plant nutrients,
which supports your cells in health and cleansing.  
Drinking Fortune Delight daily is a great way to keep
toxins from building up...no need to do a heavy detox
once or twice a year!  It’s healthier and safer on the
body to detox ‘daily’ and does not stress the organs like
periodic detoxifying rituals.
Similar to Sunrider’s Calli in providing antioxidant
benefits, Fortune Delight is very concentrated and
comes in powder form.  Catechins are naturally
occurring polyphenol chemicals found in Camellia
sinensis, the primary ingredient in Fortune Delight.  
These antioxidants have been shown to be extremely
effective in absorbing damaging free radicals.
Fortune Delight hydrates at the cellular level and
provides nutrients which supply ‘natural’ energy for
longer endurance.  It is a great replacement for typical
sports drinks (which usually have artificial ingredients
and forms of sugar).  When combined with Sunrider’s
Vitafruit, Electrosport, Evergreen, SunnyDew or
Sunectar, it becomes an excellent and extremely healthy
cold power sports drink for athletes (or anyone wanting
those benefits).  Fortune Delight can also be a great
part of your weight management program due to it’s fat
flushing advantages.
Delicious hot (‘drinkable’ hot, but never boiling!) or cold.  
Fortune Delight is available in five flavors - Regular,
Peach, Lemon, Raspberry and Cinnamon.
Ingredients:
Camellia Extract, Chrysanthemum Flower Extract,
Jasmine Extract, Lalang Grass Root Extract.  Natural fruit
flavors.

What each body does with Fortune Delight is
highly individual but results reported by many
include:
• Aids in fat & cholesterol metabolism
• Flushes fats from the body, especially when
combined with Action Caps or MetaShaper
• Improves liver function
• Hydrates and energizes the body
• Decreases cholesterol levels
• Increases endurance and stamina
• Rids yeast from the body
• Especially good as a kidney, bladder and urinary tract
cleanser
•    Stabilizes blood sugar levels
• Cleanses digestive tract
• Supports and improves the thyroid function
• Nourishes the nervous system
• Cleanses toxic build-up of any calcified inorganic
mineral deposits
How to Make Fortune Delight:
To open, tear down slightly from slit at end, then tear
across.  Stir, or shake, a 3g pack in slightly hot or cold
water in a glass or sports bottle.  Add drops of
SunnyDew or Sunectar to taste.  Ice can then be added
for a wonderful cold drink.  Flavors can also be mixed.
This is a very easy herbal beverage that’s delicious,
healthy, refreshing and will assist in replacing any
negative drinks such as soda, etc.  The value of pure
nutrition in this concentrated healthy antioxidant
drink can’t be beat!  Nothing in this goes to waste in the
body, it is utilized and highly effective.  All ages love it.
Minimum usage is 3 - 4 packets a day, more if desired,
you can drink as much as you want.
Refrigerate unused portions tightly covered and
drink within 24 hours.  Never microwave.  Can be
purchased in larger packets to mix in pitcher sized
containers.
Due to a poor diet, some people ‘may’ initially experience
slight nausea (this is rare).  This occurs as the body
eliminates heavy toxic or mucus buildup in their system.  
Fortune Delight rids yeast colonies and cleanses negative
matter from the digestive tract.  This is only temporary
‘house cleaning’...be patient...it’s a good sign that the
body is releasing toxins.  The body must rid the bad to
make way for the good!  If one experiences discomfort,
it can easily be remedied by diluting the Fortune Delight
for a short while, and also drink more water.

All-natural, low-calorie, concentrated herbal beverage with antioxidants

